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A. PERSONAL DETAILS

A.1 Name

Telma João Santos

A.2 Date of birth (DD/MM/YYYY)

17/12/1976

A.3 Country of citizenship

Portugal
Map It

A.4 Country of residence

Portugal
Map It

B. COMPANY DETAILS

B.1 Name

Telma João Santos

B.2 Year of foundation or beginning of professional artistic career

2008

B.3 Portrait or company’s picture

Telma.jpg

B.4 Address

Travessa de Santo António à Graça
14 - 2º andar
Lisboa 1170-336
Portugal
Map It

B.5 Phone

(+351)914175727

B.6 Email

telmajoaosantos.work@gmail.com

Digital Platforms

Website

https://www.telmajoaosantos.net

Facebook

http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Portugal
http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Portugal
https://app.strongerperipheries.eu/index.php?gf-download=2021%2F10%2FTelma.jpg&form-id=1&field-id=28&hash=ef0874209c67e1d9b8a4b80af5c2cab82e63be9e7d29342ef180acfe4be3c1d7
http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Travessa+de+Santo+Ant%C3%B3nio+%C3%A0+Gra%C3%A7a+14+-+2%C2%BA+andar+Lisboa+1170-336+Portugal
mailto:telmajoaosantos.work@gmail.com
https://www.telmajoaosantos.net/
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https://www.facebook.com/telmajoaosantos

Instagram

https://www.instagram.com/telmajoaosantos

Vimeo

https://www.vimeo.com/telmajoaosantos

Youtube

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5RL5LKWIvgoHgh80jpufAw

C. ARTISTIC WORK

C.1 Choose the artistic field(s) your work most closely relates to:

Hybrid/transdisciplinary

If hybrid/transdisciplinary, combining what fields?

Mathematics
Performance Art
Contemporary Dance

C.2 Have you had previous experience creating abroad?

Yes

If yes, where?

2019/Italy/Michele Emmer

C.3 Have you had previous experience touring abroad?

Yes

If yes, where?

2009/ Spain
2013/USA/UCLA

C.4 Usual target audiences

Adults (26-65)

C.5 Presentation/biography/artist statement, including a brief description of your main motivations when creating, as well
as an overview of your international career (when applicable).

https://www.facebook.com/telmajoaosantos
https://www.instagram.com/telmajoaosantos
https://www.vimeo.com/telmajoaosantos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5RL5LKWIvgoHgh80jpufAw
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My name is Telma João Santos and I define myself as a performance artist and a researcher in between mathematics and
performance studies. I believe in transdisciplinary approaches to map and allow new identities and new territories to arise. My
performance art pieces are part of an autoethnographic research, where multiplicity and in betweenness are discussed and
presented within actual identities. Some essential questions are: how do we (re) present ourselves today? How can
improvisation techniques be a tool to defy normative structures? How can we transform restricted spaces and movement into
a dictionary without meaning per se? Mapping new identities and new ways of living, loving, being in the world, is the next
future. It is about finding comfort where it’s supposed to be about emptiness, to find opportunity where we’re supposed to
confront a closed door, to find others where they aren’t supposed to be. To love when and where we should not care. To
reverberate the actual world, not entertaining people around it. 
My main interests and motivations when creating are related with the artistic possibilities from the fundamental questions: how
do the world germinate, how do we germinate ourselves, how do we germinate our surroundings and how can we understand
ways of co-living? I have been experimenting some methodologies using the idea of technology and ”natural world” in the
same body, questioning structures of power through manifests and inviting different people – I am now developing a project
with a black female lesbian violinist, a male gay dancer and farmer, a nonbinary designer and a trans performance artist and
we are together thinking about how can we work together, how can we negotiate several germinations: multicentric
performative perspectives, non-conformal re-existences and resistances, as well as germinating plants and flowers and
vegetables and fruits. Presenting different settings where the idea of difference, multi-species, conflict and confrontation are
put together, allowing new ways of perceiving landscapes of living and co-living possibilities.
I spent 20 years as a university teacher and performance artist in an interconnected way and my international career is based
on performances presented at conferences: On a Multiplicity at the meeting “Tactical Bodies: The choreography of
nondancing subjects”, at UCLA, Lis Angeles; Local Estimates for Minimizers, embodied techniques and self re-presentations
within Performance Art at the meeting “Imagine Maths 7 - Mathematics and Culture”, Venice, Italy; or Teia, presented at the
meeting “III Encuentro Internacional Mujer Creadora”, Los Santos de Maiomona, Spain, among others.

C.6 Has your work previously entailed participatory practices?

Yes

How has it been developed?
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I developed several participatory projects, mainly with my theatre and music students within performance art projects, but in
the context of a university discipline; I name them participatory because they were not obliged to participate, they could
choose to write or to do something simpler or different, but they decided to participate, which was incredible, since the most
part were part of the lgbtqia* community and they were 18-20 years old. These experiences were unforgettable and informed
a lot my performance art work since I explored with them many of the exercises and proposals I only tested within my own
work. I also realized that autobiography is bigger that each of us, and we can always find connecting dots within our
experiences and biographies, even when differences seemed to be bigger than us. 
Outside of academic structure, I developed mainly two participatory projects that I am very proud of: The performance
flashmob “Peace Parade”, to discuss and create a performance piece on the centenary of Armistice, with 18 people and a
traditional folklore group in Évora. The 18 people were students and ex-students of the University of Évora, but they were not
being evaluated, they voluntarily participated on this project, and were remunerated for that. We developed the performance
flashmob within a month and a half of rehearsals and we created an amazing participatory experience where the
choreography was created by students by proposing each movement inspired on the debates around the several topics and
problematics. Also, the flashmob part was an amazing experience as well as the connection with the folklore music group, a
very diverse one, allowing people from different backgrounds and ages to connect, to compromise and to be together. 
A very rewarding experience was the project Cooking Landscapes, developed in 2020, with two different settings, one before
the pandemic started, and the other one in one of the small times between confinements. This project was a collaboration
with Diana Reis, a female cuisine chef, and we decided to develop a way to talk about feminism and activism in gastronomy
as well as in performative arts: I developed a 15-hour laboratory in a gallery first and a market later, with only female
performers from an open call (only cis-gendered ones applied but it was open to all females) and Diana Reis developed a
collaboration with another female chef first and with a traditional cook lady later; the laboratory would end up in a collaborative
performance at the end of an afternoon (the public could see a video projection with a livestream from the kitchen with the
chefs’ hands cooking the dinner) and then we would all walk into a dinner prepared by both chefs where would be projected
on a wall an experimental documentary form the laboratory. This was a participatory experience with many reverberations
since the first time we were 9 women performing and the second time we were 6 women performing, all from different ages
and backgrounds – the youngest was 22 years old and the oldest was 63 years old – and we discussed a lot about feminism,
about how can we fight for a place and a voice within our contexts, as well as the productive debates on food, colonialism and
difference: we had performers from Brazil, Cape Vert, Ukraine, Spain and Portugal and it was very interesting to connect and
find spaces in between our personal experiences to create an ephemeral collective. It was one of the most amazing
experiences I had in my life and I am very sad that we only did this project twice because of the pandemic: it was really
difficult to guarantee safety performing together and eating together in non-conventional spaces. But it is a love project and I
believe that we will return to it in an year or so.

C.7 Has your work previously involved site-specific / local contexts-inspired practices?

Yes

How has it been developed?
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All of my performances are thought and prepared as a collection of moments that I adapt and reformulate in site accordingly.
But some performances I created formally and totally in site specific, which is my preferred way of creating. Even when I was
studying contemporary dance at Évora’s Dance Company, we did a lot of public presentation that were site specific
researches, as in CORPUS (2006): https://vimeo.com/375133346. The first performance art piece I developed, intitled “Lost
Languages” (2008) was the consequence of a 15 day artistic residency in site in Sociedade Harmonia Eborense, an old
society in a world heritage city in Portugal, Évora, that was created 160 years ago for the rich people to gamble and to do the
debutants ballrooms, and became an old and very precarious building that has been part of the independent artistic
production in this city and also part of the resistance to neoliberal economic groups wanting to turn it into a fancy hotel. This
performance, done in 2008 in collaboration with several other artists, had as a departures proposal the construction of an idea
of occupation during those 15 days, with a final presentation that presented to the public some spots that were not well
known, as well as allowed us to experiment and to produce different approaches from what was being done in performance
art settings. This performance can be seen in https://vimeo.com/375123972. 
From 2008 on, I developed several other site specific works, and I also created several documentaries resulting from site
specific experiences at home, when I was researching movement analysis within mathematical research: how my body was
reacting or changing accordingly with the number of hours focused on mathematical problems along my phd in maths, as in
“On a Multiplicity” (2011-2013): https://vimeo.com/47711942 or “In Between Selves” (2013-2015):
https://www.facebook.com/InBetweenSelves/videos/.

C.8 Submit your portfolio (English version mandatory), including:

Submit your portfolio(Required)
The document should be named as follows: Name of artist or Company_COUNTRY.
You may merge different .pdfs into one, as long as you make sure the maximum size of the document is not exceeded.
Remember to enable access to full-length videos whenever needed.

Stronger-Peripheries-Portfolio.pdf

C.9 Provide a link to a freely accessible promotional video of your work or a teaser to a specific production you deem
relevant/telling of your work.

https://youtu.be/ZdyWlhQjQIE

D. MOTIVATION

D.1 How do you feel a transnational mobility experience, as provided within the current application, could benefit your
artistic career?

A transnational mobility experience, as provided with the application to be part of Stronger Peripheries, would be the
culmination of many years crossing different disciplines, different artistic approaches and the will and experience on working
with different people and different perspectives, and especially to be able to do this in different contexts with different people
in different countries. 

I deeply believe that Stronger Peripheries would also help me to search for landscapes where transdisciplinarity is central and
makes total sense, and would help me understand better its features, problematics, analogies, interferences, helping me to
find new ways of dealing and creating different solutions and approaches. 

To work with different groups that have different needs and different ways of dealing with the world around and come from
different background is the place where I can use mathematics and performance art to help thinking critically and create forms
of resistance, re-existence and germination of nonconformal possibilities that allows to develop new landscapes of sharing
power as well as different artistic approaches.

D.2 What does “Connecting Dots” mean to you? How do you see you/your artistic work may relate to the Tandem’s topic
and why might that be relevant (if you deem it to be the case)?

https://app.strongerperipheries.eu/index.php?gf-download=2021%2F10%2FStronger-Peripheries-Portfolio.pdf&form-id=1&field-id=90&hash=1d6dd0a0f04d0c81eb7e2173cabf3b89033cb50ddcab29a6a2f8ab0a7525d368
https://youtu.be/ZdyWlhQjQIE
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My backgrounds are mathematics and performance art, where I cross intersectional feminism, critical thinking, political re-
imagining existences, resistances and re-existences. So, for me connecting dots is to develop ways of opening conceptual
and concrete borders to create landscapes where different and apparently non compatible landscapes become possible and
real. To connect dots coming from different perspectives is essencial to understand human nature; to create and think about
multi centric cities, with each center seen as a small village, organised horizontally with constant negotiation on how to cross
borders with all the other centres and create a set of multi centric co-living possibilities. 

There are many ways of connecting dots: we can connect them with lines, curves, crossing lines, depending on how and
where the dots are placed. It does not matter how the dots are connected from a geometric perspective, even if later it will
inform us about multi centric and rhizomatic perspective on those connections. It is important to continually negotiate and
define connections, but it is also important to let them happen and continuously think critically about pertinence and
availability.

Terms of acceptance

Terms & Conditions and Privacy Terms

I accept Stronger Peripheries’ Terms & Conditions in full knowledge and willingly submit my application.

*Click here to check our Terms & Conditions

*Click here to check our Privacy Terms

Would you like to subscribe to Stronger Peripheries’ monthly (on average) newsletter?

Yes

Would you like to subscribe ARTEMREDE’S monthly (on average) newsletter?

Yes

Scoring

Average Score

0

Sent Notification: Validate submissions

Sent Notification: Admin Notification

Moved to folder: Pending (incomplete)

Sent Notification: Your application has been submitted!

https://app.strongerperipheries.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/stronger_peripheries_terms__Conditions_v2_final.pdf
https://strongerperipheries.eu/privacy-terms/
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Workflow Submitted


